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A. OF THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY

Europeans were introduced to tobacco in a very unusual manner .
When Columbus landed in the West Indies on October 12, 1492,
the natives presented him with dried tobacco leaves, one of
their prized possessions . Later Columbus and his men saw na-
tives carrying lighted firebrands . They tried a puff or two -
and discovered the cigar .

A quarter-century later, a prototype of the cigarette was first
seen by Europeans in Mexico, the land of its origin . In 1518,
at Yucatan, An Aztec chief gave a reed cigarette to explorer
Juan de Grijalva . Described by early historians as "one-and-a-
half palms in length", it was a blend of the native tobacco
with flavorful herbs, had a recessed mouthpiece, and a char-
coal rubbed exterior . This cigarette was an important part
of Aztec ceremonial life .

Since suitable reeds were not available in their homeland, the
Spaniards developed a paper covering for crushed tobacco sim-
ilar to our present-day cigarette . For several centuries, this
way of using tobacco was confined mainly to Spain . Elsewhere
on the Continent, pipe-smoking was more popular ; however, the
cigar had numerous devotees .

Since the lands it conquered in the New World were the sole
source of tobacco, Spain virtually controlled the export trade .
One of the richest outlets for the leaf called "Spanish" was
England .

TOBACCO SAVES A COLONY Tobacco actually saved Jamestown, B'ritian's
first colony in the New World . Its settlers had founded the
colony in the hope of reaping rich rewards from such products
as silk, glass, gold, iron, and other items, but these expecta-
tions failed .

In desperation, they turned to farming and among their export
crops to the homeland was tobacco . But once again they ran
into obstacles . When smoked, it had a harsh and biting taste .
Englishmen, accustomed to the milder and more flavorable leaf
from the Spanish colonies, found the Virginia type undesirable .

Through the ingenuity of John Rolfe, the husband of Pocahontas,
Spanish tobacco seeds were secured from Venezuela in 1611 . Sowed
in the fertile Virginia soil, improved through crossbreeding
and proper curing, the seeds produced a tobacco of exceptional
mildness and aroma . Soon, it acquired the appropriate name of
"sweet-scented" . As a result of these improvements, Virginia
1eaff came into favor, and English importers increased their
orders . By 1617, six years after Rolfe's colony-saving deed,
Jamestown was exporting 20,000 pounds of leaf yearly .
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This thriving new industry financially reinforced the British
settlement and gave the mother country a firm hold in the New World .
As time went on, the popularity of Virginia tobacco reached the
point where it replaced the "Spanish" leaf in British and many
European markets . Thus, tobacco became the first basic commodity
in the commerce of this country .

SUPREMACY OF THE CIGARETTE The Spanish cigarette had universal
appeal . It gave to smoking a .trim tidiness and compact pleasure .
Swiftly, its popularity swept across Europe . In 1850, a German
nobleman opened a factory in the Russian capital, St . Petersburg,
where he started production of a new kind of cigarette . It was
long, had a cotton-type filter, and contained expensive Turkish
tobacco . It soon became known as the "Russian-made", quickly
replacing all other types in popularity .

In 1854, British soldiers, engaged in the Crimean War, learned
about this cigarette quite by accident . In the course of capturing
a group of Russian officers, they casually sampled the Russian
cigarettes . Suddenly, the tables were turned - the captors found
themselves captivateo by the Russian cigarettes . The taste for
these different cigarettes spread . After the war, vast numbers
of the British soldiers sought "Russian-made" cigarettes . Response
to this demand marked the start of cigarette manufacturing in
England with Philip Morris among the leaders .

B . OF PHILIP MORRIS

1
PHILIP MORRIS, ESQ ., TOBACCONIST Listed among the names of London
merchants of the 1850's was one of special significance : Philip
Morris, Tobacconist & Importer of Fine Seegars . This enterprising
gentleman saw a major trend toward cigarettes and he capitalized
on the sudden taste for "Russian-made" cigarettes, forerunner of
our modern type .

Soon he had a group of expert hand-rollers from Russia, Turkey and
Egypt turning out highly-prized brands, among them ; Philip Morris,
Cambridge, Oxford Blues, Ovals, and others . Their distinctive quality
earned for Philip Morris the reputation as a manufacturer of superior
cigarettes . In fact, the name - Philip Morris - enjoyed world
renown . Products of the successor companies has enhanced that
reputation .

A decade or so after Philip Morris had become established, a rival -
firm - Benson & Hedges - opened in London . Its fashionable shop
at 13 Bond Street catered to an elite clientele . For many years,
Benson & Hedges was content to pursue its elegant, conservative
course offering its various brands to the smart set . Almost a cen-
tury elapsed before shifting circumstances made feasible the acqui-
sition of the American firm of Benson & Hedges by Philip Morris, Inc .
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As the British Colonies prospered and tastes became more sophis-
ticated, an increased demand for Philip Morris brands took place .
The flourishing United States also proved a worthwhile customer .

Gustav Eckmeyer, who had been sole agent in this country since
1872, had done well importing "Bond Street" cigarettes from Philip
Morris . He saw a future for such fine brands in the United States .
In 1902, Eckmeyer participated in the formation of the first Philip
Morris Corporation, in New York . Listed among its assets was a
Cigarette by the name of "Marlboro" - today, it is the Company's
leading brand .

In 1907, the British owners of Philip Morris re-incorporated and
in 1919, a new firm owned by American stockholders, was incorporated
in Virginia, as Philip Morris & Co ., Ltd ., Inc . A relatively
small company at the time, Philip Morris paid a 30~ dividend after
its first fiscal year . Under the direction of Reuben M . Ellis,
Leonard B . McKitterick, and Alfred E . Lyon, the Company proceeded
to move forward . These men, gifted with imagination and initiative,
were responsible for many innovations in advertising and merchan-
dising . One of the most famous advertising campaigns began in 1933,
when "Johnny", the diminutive page boy, became the living symbol
of Philip Morris .

"Johnny's" genial personality, his famous "Call for Philip Morris"
combined to make him a public figure enjoying tremendous good will .
"Johnny's" personal appearances at fairs and conventions, along
with his many years on radio and television, have attained for him
the status of a featured attraction .

The Philip Morris of today continues to forge ahead and is now
composed of three operating companies : Philip Morris Domestic,
Philip Morris International and Philip Morris Industrial . This
organizational structure was instituted to meet the requirements
of our worldwide expansion and diversified business . The develop-
ment of our organization into a highly-skilled marketing machine,
with a genius for merchandising fast-moving, low-priced packaged
goods to millions of consumers, motivated our entry into the non-
tobacco field .

Business Week wrote, "Philip Morris is one of a handful of companies -
per a1 ps 25 in all - that have learned the secret of successfully
selling packaged goods to the American consumer through mass media
and mass distribution" .

Joseph F . Cullman, 3rd, spearheaded this situation when he stated,
"We have an outstanding consumer marketing organization, and I
believe we should apply that ability vigorously to other products
that can be marketed through the same channels and with the same
mass market techniques as our tobacco products . With our resources
of management, our field sales organization and heavy advertising
commitments, I feel we can bring about dramatic growth for Philip
Morris through adding mass-market items ."
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Within the space of a decade, much was accomplished to justify
this viewpoint . During the 1957-1967 period, Philip Morris became
a leading diversified company in the industry, with sales from
non-tobacco operations amounting to about 12 percent of our total .
Of course, much judgment was exercised in taking on companies with
accumulated research knowledge or whose products fitted in with
our marketing operations .

C . OF LOUISVILLE

You're new at Philip Morris . Well, we're pretty new here ourselves .
Philip Morris, Inc ., has been in Louisville only since 1944, but
we've used each of those years to the fullest, and we've become an
important part of our community .

You'll find out quickly that Philip Morris is big on being a good
citizen . Events you've read about and attended for years, you'll
find, are sponsored wholly or partially by Philip Morris contribu-
tions . Charitable programs you've supported over the years also
have been supported by our corporate contributions .

We're much more a part of Louisville than just another factory,
just a big employer, just a big taxpayer . We're a concerned, con-
scientious corporate citizen .

The firm intended to branch out in the 1940's, and Kentucky's lush
burley belt seemed like just the place to do it . So, in 1944,
Philip Morris, Inc ., bought the Axton-Fisher Tobacco Company, an
old Louisville firm, and moved into the River City .

But let's back up a bit -- there's a lot of interesting history on
both the Philip Morris and the Axton-Fisher sides of this company .

Axton-Hilton moved to Louisville in 1902 and a leadership change
brought the company a new name, Axton-Fisher . There were other
important changes as well . Axton-Fisher became a forerunner in
the employment of union labor . At a time when most tobacco workers
and others worked 10-hour days, its employees were working only
eight .

The eight-hour day was so rare at the turn of the century that
Axton-Fisher's products were nicknamed "The Eight Hour Brand ."

Shortly after buying Axton-Fisher and moving to Louisville in 1944,
Philip Morris began building a 116,000 square foot manufacturing
plant and 34 new warehouses, at a cost of $10 million (how much is
that in today's money?) . When the project was completed in 1952
and production began, Louisville became the second largest manu-
facturer of cigarettes in America .

Good employee relations and excellent machinery, blended like fine
tobaccos, has led to our success . The plant, which at the time of
its completion was one of the world's largest and most efficient,
helped Philip Morris climb to its cuxrent number two spot in the
industry .
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By the mid-1950's, tobacco executives began to realize that putting
al7. one's eggs in one basket was a risky venture . Although ciga-
rette consumption grew a great deal during and after World War Two,
Philip Morris leadership began to look around for other areas of
business opportunity . In 1957, Philip Morris began the first diver-
sification program in the tobacco industry . The company now owns
Miller Brewing Company, Seven-Up, Mission VIEJO, two large printing
firms, and several other companies .

So you are working for a growing company which has a long history
of meeting the public's need -- but more than that :

Philip Morris, because of its policy of community involvement, is
as much a part of Louisville as the Kentucky Derby . In fact, the
Derby wouldn't be what it is today if it weren't for Philip Morris .

The Kentucky Derby Festival of Stars, the Kentucky Derby of Cycling,
the Pagasus Parade - all of these events which have become a part of
the Derby Festival were_initially made possible by contributions
from Philip Morris, Inc . Our company also donated $5,000 for a
Louisville float in the famous Rose Bowl parade, it was the initial
sponsor of the annual Bluegrass Music Festival, and it has sponsored
golf tournaments, tennis, exhibitions, and the now famous Marlboro
Cup .

Hundreds of thousands of dollars have been contributed by Philip
Morris, Inc ., for tobacco and health research . We were one of the
early corporate leaders in recycling, anti-pollution measures and
energy conservation . And we make substantial contributions to
civic and charitable agencies .

Philip Morris, Inc ., also is looking toward the future by investing
in the education of the next generation . The children of Philip
Morris employees have been eligible for college scholarships since
the 1950's . In 1973, the company became the first in American to
expand its scholarship program to include vocational and technical
schools .

Historically, 37 years isn't very long . But we've made the most of
our 37 years in Louisville . Drawing from two long traditions --
those of Philip Morris and Axton-Fisher -- we've added much more
to Louisville than just another factory . We've become a good citizen .
And good citizenship is a way of corporate life at Philip Morris,
Inc . -- not by happen stance, but by the deliberate policy of our
officers and directors .
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PHILIP MORRIS MILESTONES

1847 ~ Philip Morris, Esq . Tobacconist and Importer of Fine
Seegars, opened a shop on. Bond Street in London .

1854 ' Philip Morris made his first cigarettes .

1855 Frederic Miller, a young German braumeister, opened a
brewery in Milwaukee .

1873 Benson & Hedges began making cigarettes and opened a shop
in London .

1902 An American Philip Morris corporation was formed by the
firm of Gustav Eckmeyer, who had been the sole agent of
Philip Morris in the U .S . since 1872 . It imported and
sold English-made cigarettes .

1907 Benson & Hedges import business in the U .S . was incorporated
as an American company by U .S . investors .

1919 , A new firm, owned by American stockholders, acquired the
U .S . Philip Morris company and was incorporated in Virginia
as Philip Morris & Co ., Ltd ., Inc . It is now Philip Morris
Incorporated .

1929 , . Philip Morris began manufacturing its own cigarette with
acquisition of a factory in Richmond, Virginia .

1932 A new brand named Philip Morris English Blend was intro-
duced in a distinctive brown package . Subsequently named
just Philip Morris, it was to become the fourth leading
brand in the U .S .

1933 Johnny, the 48-inch tall page boy, sang out his first "Call
for Philip Morris" to introduce a radio program sponsored
by the brand . With thousands of following calls, he became
the world's most famous living trademark .

1944 1 Our company added cigarette-manufacturing facilities in
Louisville .

1954 , Philip Morris acquired the Benson & Hedges company, along
with its Parliament brand .

1954 Philip Morris (Australis) Ltd . became our first new manu-
facturing affiliate outside the U .S .

1954 ~ Marlboro, a full-flavored, filter-tip cigarette, was intro-
duced to satisfy the developing preferences of consumers .
Its Flip-Top box was the first major innovation in U .S .
cigarette packaging in half a century .
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1955 j Philip Morris Overseas, forerunner of Philip Morris Inter-
national was established to conduct all international
business .

1957 In its first diversification outside the tobacco business,
Philip Morris acquired Milprint Inc ., by then the leading
maker and innovator of flexible packaging, and Wisconsin
Paper Company, a manufacturer of glassine and grease-proof
papers .

1959 Philip Morris established its first Latin American affiliate
through investment in C .A . Tabacaleara Nacional in Venezuela .

1960 Philip Morris acquired American Safety Razor Company, in-
cluding its Personna shaving products .

1960 The corporation's total annual revenues exceeded $500-Million
for the first time .

1961 Philip Morris Overseas was renamed Philip Morris Interna-
tional, in conjunction with the expansion of the Company's
international operations .

1963 Mission Viejo Company, an independent community development
and homebuilding firm, was formed in California .

1963 Philip Morris acquired its first affiliate in Europe,
Fabriques de Tabac Reunies, in Switzerland .

1965 Philip Morris introduced Benson & Hedges 100's, soon to
become the leading brand in the growing 100-millimeter
category of cigarettes .

1966 Companies in the expanding Industrial Division were reformed
into Philip Morris Industrial, our third operating company .

1968 The corporation's total annual revenues exceeded $1-billion
for the first time .

1970 Philip Morris acquired full ownership of Miller Brewing
Company, maker of Miller High Life beer . It became the
fourth operating company .

1972 Philip Morris acquired 100% ownership of Mission Viejo
Company . It became the fifth operating company .

1972 The corporation's total annual revenues exceeded $2-billion
for the first time .

1972 Marlboro became the best-selling brand of cigarette in
the world. It paced the sales of more than 140 Philip
Morris brands in more than 160 countries and territories .
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1972 Philip Morris Incorporated became the second largest pub-
licly held cigarette company in the world and the fifth
largest of all cigarette companies, after the Chinese,
Russian and Japanese government-owned monopolies and the
British American Tobacco Company .

1973 Philip Morris's huge new cigarette-manufacturing complex
in Richmond, Virginia, the largest in the world, began
making its first cigarettes .

1974 The corporation's total annual revenues exceeded $3-billion
for the first time .

1975 Two major new products, Saratoga 120's cigarettes from
Philip Morris U .S .A ., and Lite beer from Miller were intro-
duced nationally .

1975 Miller Brewing Company, by scoring a 41% increase in
barrel sales over 1974, became the fifth largest U .S . beer
company .

1975 The corporation's total annual revenues exceeded $3 .6-billion .

1976 Merit, a revoluntionary new kind of cigarette delivering en-
riched flavor with only 9 mg . of "tar," was introduced
nationally in January .

1978 Philip Morris acquired full ownership of Seven-Up and
immediately set out with an ingeneous marketing campaign

1980 Cambridge, the lowest tar and nicotine cigarette on the
market, was introduced .

1980 The Corporation's' total annual revenues exceeded 9 .8 billion .

1980 Seven-Up unveils a graphic program that includes a new
trademark and new packaging designs .

1981 LITE Beer became the third largest-selling brand in the U .S .

1981 Merit Ultra Lights are introduced nationally .

1981 Philip Morris Incorporated confirms that it has agreed to
participate on partnership basis in Rothmans International
Limited .

1982 Miller reports an 8 .1% increase from 1980-1981 . This
increase brings Miller's share of the U .S . beer market to
approximately 22%, second in the industry .

1982 Philip Morris announces record revenues and earnings for o
the 28th consecutive year as operating revenues increase W
to $10 .9 billion. m
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1982 Philip Morris, U .S .A . announces plans for construction of
a $25 million, 214 square-feet primary processing facility
at the Maple Street manufacturing center in Louisville .

1983 Pla ers, regular and menthol are introduced nationally
ot in king size and 100's .
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